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ABSTRACT
Gamma-ray absorbed dose rates of the background radiation found in some selected areas of
Najaf city, Iraq. Gamma-ray absorbed dose measurements are made using a portable survey meter
(Gamma-Scout). The frequently recorded readings of the gamma dose rate observed of about 60.00
and 116.67 nGyh-1 in this work. The lowest gamma dose rates found to be 60 nGyh-1 in ALSEHLE and
ALGADIR sites and the highest found to be 116.67 nGyh-1 in ALKARAMA site. Overall, the
background gamma radiation rates are within the range in listed regions of worldwide. The selected
locations in the Najaf city have standard values of the background gamma radiation rates and not
harmful and not effects on people living in these areas.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Radiation is one of the environmental factors affecting humans. The cosmic rays are
considered one of the types of radiation as a result of cosmic radiation interact with the nuclei
of air atom emit electromagnetic radiation with high energy called a gamma-ray with a severe
impact on human life. The Geiger and scintillation counters are nuclear devices use for detect
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radiation. In this research, the Geiger counter was used to detect the dose in Sievert unit that is
exposed man in the city of Najaf. The reading of the Geiger counter called background
cosmic radiation. The level of natural background radiation varies from location to location
because of rock formations as well as soil type. Therefore, different concentrations of
radionuclides produced by cosmic radiation or soil, which changes with height and width [1].
The radiation dose rate is affected by gamma radiation emitted from radionuclides that
occurs naturally in soil, geological and geological areas [2,3]. Studies or research related to
environmental gamma radiation indicate that further research needed on radioactive
contamination in Iraq [4-8]. This study done in Najaf area because of these regions has
limited studies and need to more reviews of background radiation. The present study aimed to
measure background radiation of gamma in Najaf city, Iraq.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Najaf is located in Iraq country, at the longitude and latitude coordinates of 43.83 and
31.25, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Najaf administrative map with sampling sites

Background radiation of some sites in Najaf city at different distances surveyed of
duration 2017 to 2018. The results were done using a GM survey meter [Gamma-Scout
GmbH & Co. KG, Abtsweg 15, D - 69198 Schriesheim, Germany]. 137Cs and 60Co sources
used to calibrate a GM meter. The dose rate versus the distance between sources and detector
plotted. The total gamma radiation from the soil and air measured of 5 min at ten readings per
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site at a level of 1m above the ground level [9,10]. The coordinates for all locations in this
study were determined using GPS STATUS (Global Position System, Samsung Galaxy J5).

3. RESULTS
130 gamma dose rate readings obtained by a survey meter (GM). The all readings
showed in the nGyh-1 unit as shown in Table 1. The gamma dose found at all study areas
ranged between 60.00 nGyh-1 to 116.67 nGy h-1. The highest mean dose of gamma-ray found
to be 116.67 nGyh-1 in ALKARAMA site, which is about two times higher than the world
dose rates of 59 nGyh-1. The lowest gamma dose rate was observed about 60 nGyh-1 in
ALSEHLE and ALGADIR sites, which is lower than the world average. The gamma mean
dose in this study found to be 84.62±5.21 nGyh-1. The dose equivalent radiation obtained to
be ranged of 0.06 µSvh-1 to 0.12 µSv h-1 (0.08±0.01 µSvh-1) in Najaf city. Table 1 showed
that the altitude at sea level (ASL) does not affect gamma mean dose.
Table 1 Gamma rate in-situ at 1m above the area

SC: Site Code; SE= Standard Errors

The gamma-ray dose rate contour map done in Fig. 2. Fig. 2 shows the is dose map of
gamma radiation measured is drawn to present environmental radiation value distribution in
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Najaf area. A comprehensive understanding of the delivery of gamma dose is essential in
assessing the potential human risk associated with soil and air contamination by the
radionuclides. It is necessary for determining gamma dose rates to the population as a whole.
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Fig. 2. Contour map of gamma-ray dose rates by a dosimeter

4. DISCUSSION
The gamma dose rate value obtained in this study matching with Ireland and Portugal
[11,12]. Some values in other parts of the world are higher than those in Najaf city, Germany,
Kufa University, Malaysia, India, Iran, Turkey, and Nigeria [6,12-19]. Other countries are
provided results lower than the observations in the present work. The maximum and
minimum values of gamma-ray dose rates were within the ranges reported for different listed
regions, as shown in Table 4. Najaf city could classify as a typical location of background
radiation. Table 2 summarizes the natural gamma dose rates (background radiation) measured
from various regions at worldwide and the levels obtained in this study. The natural gamma
absorbed dose rates in the present study were within the ranges of gamma dose rates in other
listed regions as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. The gamma-ray doses in the air in this study compared with those in other countries

Location

Gamma dose
(nGy h-1)

Germany [13]

91

Italy [13]

72

Switzerland [11]

74

Ireland [11]

82

Kufa University [4]

67

Kufa University [6]

99

Malaysia [12]

92

China [10]

62

India [14]

117

Japan [10]

53

United States [10]

47

Egypt [10]

22

Greece [10]

56

Portugal [12]

84

Russia [10]

65

Spain [10]

76

Iran [17]

113

Turkey [16]

253

Nigeria [15]

153

World [3]

59

Present Study

84.62±5.21

5. CONCLUSION
The obtained results of the background radiation of gamma ray of all sites are low and
no cause dangerous effect or impact on human and animal health, as compared with other
results from global studies. This study is useful for determining the background radiation of
the population within the Najaf area for radiological protection and prevention from extreme
exposure.
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